Jet-Driven versus Wind-Driven
•
Classic SRLL Model of Bipolar Outflows
Definitions of a density function of the ambient matter, and a momentum function from the stellar wind Shu, Ruden, Lada, & Lizano (1990) A Free Wind Simulating the X-Wind The Choices of Q(θ) Li & Shu (1996) Allen, Li, & Shu (2003) n=1 M A =6
SIS=0.005

Structures of Outflows
• The lobes produced by an X-wind like wide angle wind interacting with a series of magnetized toroids can produce the right lobe shapes with different collimation ratios • The density structure as a result of very cylindrically stratified momentum input display cylindrically stratified layers • The central jet cores are surrounded by less dense material inside the lobes • Onion-like entrainment layers-the central jet may escape intact for slightly opened toroids
•PV diagrams at 4 different inclination angles using Li & Shu (1996) , equivalent to n=2
• The PV produced by a thin-shell may represent the outermost shell first encoutering the ambient toroids Lee, C.-F. et al (2000) 
